What Our Team Have Done Last Week?

Last week we had 2 meetings with our team members. In first meeting that lasted 2,5 hours, we talked about proposal and we tried to add new features to our application. Also we talked about tools that we can use in our application. The most difficult part is trying to decide whether will we use JSP and related technologies or ASP.NET and related MS technologies. Mr. Fidan told us that they prefer JAVA since Jabber servers gives us really good APIs. But none of our team members know JSP but all of us knew ASP.NET. We decided to try JSP. In our second meeting we came with our laptops and we install the Tomcat to our machines. We found some examples from net and tried them. We agreed that we have too long way to go about JSP and related technologies.

What We have Done Last Week?

M.Arif Ugurel ::

I started week practising on Qunu. I tried to understand all the features of Qunu. I talked with experts about Qunu and what will they want to add. I also looked to JSP because our topic is not clear before Monday. In our team meeting we have decided to try JSP and related technologies. I searched an IDE for JSP and I founded some IDEs which are Eclipse, NetBeans and Jdeveloper. I read some documentation about these IDEs and I mostly like Jdeveloper and started to code with Jdeveloper. Also there is a chance to use .NET technologies if we can find a Jabber server runs on windows and if this server has an API for .NET programmers(C#,Visual.NET vs). I found Timp.NET but this project was stopped. There are some problems with this server and we decided to look Timp.NET next week. I also looked at JSF(Java Server Faces). I read some of documentation and looked example codes and visual tutorials. Last week was a introduction to JSP, its usable environments and related technologies for me.

Ruslan Abdulla ::

First of all I decided that in this stage it is enough to examine Qunu. That’s why I tended to learn more about Facebook. Since user convenience is the goal for this website I wanted to learn about Ajax technology where and how it is used. Besides after our team meetings I tended to learn about JSP.

Of course learning new language is difficult, but being experienced about ASP.NET it was easy to get initial idea about JSP in aspect of coding. I tried out some simple examples and searched for convenient editors. I used Eclipse and Netbeans. In forthcoming week after decision whether we will work on Asp or Jsp, I will search for the most useful tutorials and subscribe to forums for related topic. However, mostly I am thinking about Analysis report. Since we have about 2 weeks for deadline, it would be better making final decisions.
Therefore I’ll work on steps of report and introduce some features for discussion in order to add to our proposal if team agrees.

**Serdar Saygılı ::**
First when we have take a decision about trying JSP all of our group members install the Tomcat and apache server. It is really a hard decision for us. After that I try to understand what we can do with JSP. I try to find a good ide for JSP. I watch many videos about many ides. When I search for a suitable ide see: Flash Demos and Video Tutorials for NetBeans IDE 5.5 and 5.5.1 * I think NetBeans is really enough for our requirements. There are many information and sample about what we can do with NetBeans. I also read many JSP tutorial. I try to write some applications with JSP. I try to using many JSP tags. I also look about webpages and used technologies for make these pages. These are some web adress that I find them usefull for our project. I started to read document, that are written on these webpages.

http://www.netbeans.org *
http://www.visualbuilder.com/jsp/tutorial/
http://java.sun.com/j2ee/tutorial/1_3-fcs/doc/JSPIntro.html
http://www.apl.jhu.edu/~hall/java/Servlet-Tutorial/
http://feeds.my.aol.com/jsp-examples/

**Bugra Hasbek ::**
i installed tomcat, apache server and eclipse programs. i run some sample jsp programs to what jsp is capable of doing. i also edited some parts of those jsp programs to make myself familiar with language.

**What We Will Do Next Week ::**
Next week we will have 2-3 meetings. One of our meetings we will talk about JSP and share our gained info with friends. One of our major topic will be Openfire. We will install openfire one of machines and try to connect this server using our msn accounts. We will also talk about JSP and ASP.NET and I think we will decide which technology we will use. To decide this first we must talk about Timp.NET. Since Timp.NET is a shareware we first talk this software with teaching assistant. Also in our meetings we will talk about our time plan because initial design report deadline gets closer every day. We have 2 meetings in a week now but we will try to add one meeting. The rest time of our meetings is tentative, we will talk about anything related to project.